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Competitive Intelligence Managers
Are Usually Taught to Monitor the
External Business Ecosystem, but
the Strict Ones Always Check on
the Internal One Too
We are taught to monitor our market; we are taught to
monitor trends, players, products and so forth. We put
emphasis on competitors – their behaviour, personnel,
prices and any potential threat to us coming from their
side. We all learned the right models to do so: SWOT,
Porter’s five forces, PEST, business model CANVAS
and the rest. The ones with (heavy) budgets would
occasionally run scenario analyses and war games. It
all reflects our sincere attempts to better understand
the logic and actions of the ones that are external to
our organization – customers, suppliers, competitors and
other players within our business ecosystem. Once the
gathered information and its analysis-related processes
have taken place, we do our best to come up with the
right decisions to be thereafter lead to winning business
actions.
Strict, perpetual CI managers would not settle for less
than the entire ecosystem, as the external part would only
tell half of the story. There are things to check at home,
inside our organization walls. You DO want to check on
your employees and get their feedback; you DO want
to check on your own products and/or services to make
sure they are indeed competitive and profitable; you
DO want to check on your own marketing campaigns,
sales issues, and financial difficulties, and you DO need
to understand the exposure level of the above to your
competitors.
I would like to give some examples of effective internal
checks that corporate CI managers should execute to
better understand their competitor and customer needs.
The ways and tools they operate to make assumptions
in the external arena are the same ones for the internal
one, only the overall insights and outcomes are different.
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Web Intelligence in Both Directions
Let us take for example digital tools that CI managers
use for external open source intelligence (OSINT)
research. I run web intelligence workshops in numerous
countries and market segments per year, and whenever
I teach my peers how to gather sufficient information
about their targets, I always urge them to monitor
competing websites. There are plenty of great, free
and semi-free tools such as SimilarWeb and Follow to
check on the latest developments and related statistical
coverage of your online competitive landscape. You
can get the number of visitors to competitor pages,
their geographical source of origin, how they got to
a certain website (via Google search, advertisements,
social media, etc.), how much time they spent on each
and every page, what exactly they were interested in,
top keywords the competing website used for search
engine optimization, advertisements that were published
on their behalf and so forth. Gathering and analyzing
this information is pretty much an effective process that
reveals the competitor’s online marketing strategy. Yet,
have you ever checked your own website? If you haven’t,
you should better start doing so; routinely. Imagine the
high numbers of business leads you probably lost just by
skipping that simple internal CI-related task.

once again in Central America, where Panama was
rocking and Mexico was not. Panama!

Generating Alerts… on Ourselves
We all know the added value of using alerting tools that
make life easier for us. Instead of running endless manual
search queries on the Internet, we just tell the alerting
tool the words/phrases we are interested in and the tool
– be it Google Alerts, Mention or any other – sends the
incoming alerts to a designated email address of ours.
Have you ever tried to find information about yourself
on the net? Run a search on your own company, your
own products, and your own name. You probably
did that so many times on each and every person,
company and product in the outer environment, so why
not check on yourself? You might be surprised to find
out some unpleasant stuff that is related to you and
a) worth knowing it,
b) do something about it.
Figure 1. ClickTale Tool

One of my colleagues used to work for a company that
sells language learning courses worldwide. He knew his
competitors pretty well and checked their websites on
a regular basis and was completely convinced that he
should pursue the same kind of potential clients like them,
in part based on the characteristics and demographics
of the competing website visitors. So in Europe, he
recommended Sales to pursue deals in large markets,
such as France, Germany, Spain, and Italy. To his surprise,
only when he used, for the first time, Google Analytics
– to monitor the performance of his own company
website – he realized that out of all the aforementioned
markets, the largest amount of web entries was counted
for Portugal, a relatively small market. The company,
who did not specifically target Portuguese clients back
then decided to allocate some resources in penetrating
that market, and within a year it has turned out to be the
leading revenue generator for that company in Europe.
The same story repeated in South America, where Sales
were trying to penetrate giant markets such as Brazil
and Argentina, whereas small Bolivia led the sales chart
in each and every aspect; guess what – it repeated
Competitive Intelligence

You may find your own confidential documents –
quotes, contracts, resumes, presentations, manuals –
that should not have been there in the first place.
How about customer intelligence? If your customers
criticize your products on Yelp, Amazon or elsewhere,
wouldn’t you like to immediately tackle the problem
and kill it while you still can? If you don’t, the bursting
problem may quickly turn into a huge snowball resulting
in a sharp decrease in sales. Put yourself in the shoes of
your competitor’s CI manager and think of his/her level
of satisfaction when finding those crucial documents and
critics about you. It is definitely not the nicest image
to visualize, right? So generate alerts on yourself and
consistently monitor your own faults and drawbacks;
preferably yesterday.

What Are They Doing on My
Website: Self-Monitoring Tools
Google Analytics is just one tool out of many to better
understand our website visitors. There are other tools
that provide us with more than just a hunch about their
browsing purposes. Tools such as ClickTale enable
us to identify specific online behaviours or interaction
sequences, as they deal with path analytics – you can
practically visualize your website visitors’ paths (the
buttons they clicked, the videos they watched, etc.). With
CrazyEgg, on the other hand, you can instantly see what
is hot and what is not by utilizing heat maps to get a
snapshot look at where your website visitors focus their
attention.

Figure 2. CrazyEgg Tool
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Another tool of great importance would be Pentest-Tools,
a collection of ethical hacking tools to smartly monitor
online competitor behaviours. Here you can actually
realize the type of technology your competitors use when
browsing your website, see if they programmatically
check your prices, get the times they browse, figure how
late they work, even watch and record their visits and
act accordingly (screen their calls, block them clicking on
your adverts, etc.). How lovely, convenient and efficient!

Counter Intelligence and
Data Security
Counter Intelligence is all about stopping (or countering)
somebody’s attempt to gather intelligence about you;
any good attacker should learn how to protect himself
from people like… himself. And exactly like us, our
competitors employ CI managers to look for all that juicy
stuff that matters and can really damage our business.
Have you ever thought of maintaining periodic meetings
with your data security manager to mutually brief
each other on possible threats? If not, then perhaps it
is about time. Skilled security managers know a lot of
tips and tricks to deal with leaked physical and digital
information alike, e. g. how to delete traces such as
your Internet activity. I thus strongly recommend you
to take some good advice on how information leaks to
the external surrounding. This will sharpen your skills
as an information seeker and assist you in finding that
golden nugget you were chasing after for a long time
on and off the net. Remember that some of the market
players are not aware of the security steps they should
have taken upon themselves, and you can legally attain
valuable information just by leveraging on their failures
to execute effective monitoring processes. Do trust me
on that – I made a career out of others’ foolish mistakes.

Become Your Own Customer
One of my colleagues has been working as a sales
manager for a company in the consumer goods sector.
When he got accepted to the job he had to go through
training in which he kept on hearing how wonderful,
unique and innovative the product he was about to sell.
He was told by management that this was THE leading
product of a certain niche, a somewhat arrogant, yet
effective, approach to building confidence and pride
in that product. The logic was clear: if you, as a sales
manager, do not believe in your own product, how would
you sell it to the masses?
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In reality, however, actual sales were slow. Something
must have been wrong with that best-of-all product.
“What is it?” my colleague kept asking himself, “We
have a great product which is superior to those of our
competitors and we keep on loosing deals”. Then he did
something that made him almost lose his job – instead
of checking the competing products, their prices and
everything that is external to the company, he decided
to turn the radar 180 degrees and look inside – just to
make sure that everything had been working fine on his
own side.
After a short inspection, it turned out that everything
internally was absolutely wrong. My colleague tried to
purchase the product in various ways and completely
failed in doing so, customer support was poor and
ineffective, when he did manage to place an order –
the delivery did not arrive on time and when the product
finally reached his doorstep it lacked some essential
parts. The purchasing process my colleague experienced
was awful (to say the least). At first, he blamed himself
for being so naive and blind to the fact that his eyes
were always focused on external players and not on
internal ones; then he faced management and told them
that purchasing the best-of-all product was nothing but
a nightmare. So do yourself a favor and always keep
an eye open on your own processes, your own products,
and your own people. Don’t just concentrate on the ones
in the outer circles. Ask yourself questions like – if there
is a problem, how does it get solved for the customer?
What does the process look like? Where are the weakest
links? Where are the backup solutions? What about call
returns? If you are going to communicate something to
your customers, the company needs to make it meaningful
and painless, and if this is the main reason for losing
customers, then it is certainly up to you to raise a flag
and get the management’s attention to fix whatever is
needed in that regard. After all, you are the person that
is responsible for beating competition, are you not?

Be Friendly. Learn How to Smile to
Co-workers
Two well-known facts are
a) most of the information you constantly look for
already exists in your company, not on Google
b) employees are the biggest asset of every organization
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I previously wrote at length about the ways to get
valuable information about them through the Human
Resources department (see I am SCIP – Fall 2017
Edition). Most chances you work closely with a few of
them and just settle for ‘hello’ with others. It is time to
change that attitude towards the others. If you deal
with intelligence, you ought to have that endless stream
of valuable information coming to you time after time
from your co-workers. Some of them possess crucial
information, they do not realize how crucial it is for you
and they lack the awareness of regularly reporting
about things they see, hear or handle during the day.
Most of them often do not see behind the curve; they do
their work and go home.
But wait a second, they have the same integrity
and mutual interest as you do - seeing the company
flourish. If only you could make them speak… Well, it
is up to you to initiate conversations, and not just formal
ones. Hallway conversations, kitchen conversations,
conversations during company events (parties, trips) and
in other occasions: get yourself connected to people –
including those of your supply chain – and smile to them!
If it does not come to you naturally – fake it! Just get the
information coming on.

for myself, I was everybody’s friend, and it paid off with
abundant internal information that helped me improve
the level of our competitiveness dramatically. So be a
people person and work on that smile of yours.

At the End of the Day
We, CI managers, are here to create the competitive
edge. We are here to make sure that our bosses will
make the right decisions when confronting complicated
challenges, business rivalries, and ongoing uncertainties.
We are here to examine and re-examine our company’s
strategy and warn, if needed, of any possible threats
to the company’s profitability. We will be nothing
but careless if we only rely on the external business
environment. It is simply not sufficient. Some of the most
crucial dots to be connected for our holistic CI work are
only to be found internally, among our own employees,
products, websites and other of our assets.

Forward and backward, in and out, that is what
intelligence is all about: observations. When driving
our vehicle in full speed ahead we ALWAYS look at the
rearview mirror too. When driving to a faraway place
we ALWAYS check our fuel tank and wheel pressure too.
These actions deliver a promise that any possible risk
Some of the best CI managers I came across my career is down to minimal and there are not any threatening
were usually the friendliest guys in the company. They surprises along the way. So why not do the same with
learned along the years the art of smiling. When business?
you are friendly, people talk. I remember having my
morning coffee at work while going in and out of
people’s offices, drinking, chatting and getting updated
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
with the latest gossip of the day. Not only that but in
Amir Fleischman, founder and
the software house I was working for we used to have
managing director of Cicom
lunch in a dining room full of tables that were divided
Global, is an international trainer
by departments: there was the Marketing table, the
and consultant who delivers
R&D table, the Logistics table, etc. I was part of the
around 200 lectures, talks and
marketing department, yet I rarely dined with my fellow
workshops per year in the field
marketers. I always picked different tables to sit in and
of marketing and competitive
thus got to know employees that I had never been in intelligence.
touch with during working time and eventually made Connect with Amir at amir@cicomglobal.com
new friends. Then I started to check and understand the
type of information they possessed, and one thing led
to another. I was completely buzzing with the valuable
resources I got from the technicians, programmers, and
patent editors on one side, and the logistics, operations,
and finance department employees on the other. I
started to initiate cross-departmental basketball games,
where everybody got to know each other pretty well. As
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